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COrE CurriCulum
CM&E 603 Scheduling and Project Control 4CREDITS
CM&E 611 Construction Cost Estimating 4CREDITS
CM&E 612 Construction Management 3CREDITS
CM&E 630 Land Development 3CREDITS
CM&E 670 Information Technologies for CM’s 3CREDITS
CM&E 701 Construction Technology & Equipment 4CREDITS
CM&E 710 Managing for Quality in Construction Orgs. 3CREDITS
CM&E 715 Construction Specifications and Contracts 3CREDITS
CM&E 740 Financial & Economic Concepts for CM’s 3CREDITS

TOTAL CREDITS 30

For a full time online student, it is possible to complete the entire program in nine months. However, most students who are also working full-time choose to take one or two courses each semester.

CM&E 603 Scheduling and Project Control 4CREDITS
CM&E 611 Construction Cost Estimating 4CREDITS
CM&E 612 Construction Management 3CREDITS

TOTAL CREDITS 11
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

COrE CurriCulum
CM&E 603 Scheduling and Project Control 4CREDITS
CM&E 611 Construction Cost Estimating 4CREDITS
CM&E 612 Construction Management 3CREDITS

TOTAL CREDITS 11
BAChElOR’S DEgrEE from an educational institution of recognized standing with adequate preparation in the disciplines of construction, engineering, architecture, or other related disciplines.

To be admitted for the program, the applicant must have:

- BACHELOR’S DEGREE from an educational institution of recognized standing with adequate preparation in the disciplines of construction, engineering, architecture, or other related disciplines.

- DEMONSTRATED POTENTIAL to undertake advanced study and research, through such evidence as prior academic performance and/or professional experience.

- CUMULATIVE GRADE POINT of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale or equivalent to attain full standing (official transcript required).

- TOEFL EXAM SCORE of 71 (internet based) and 193 (computer test) for international students. GRE exam is not required.

- SUBMITTED APPLICATION Completed NDSU Graduate School application. Applications will be evaluated on an ongoing basis.

- ADDITIONAL MATERIALS A two-page resume and three letters of recommendation before action is taken on any application.

Master of CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Take construction management to the next level, become a leader in the field of construction management.

Individuals working in all types of construction including residential, commercial, industrial, highway and heavy construction may benefit from an online Master of Construction Management degree. Graduates receive advanced education in new and expanding areas of construction programming, cost control and project management. This program also prepares students to sit for the Associate Constructor Exam or the Certified Professional Constructor Exam.

The online Master of Construction Management degree consists of thirty (30) credits of course work and a passing grade in the Associate Constructor Exam or the Certified Professional Constructor Exam.

This program is offered through Distance and Continuing Education (DCE) at NDSU and may be completed entirely online.

As a busy construction professional with family obligations and a demanding career, I would recommend anyone in taking a course through distance education at NDSU. The faculty is top of the line and leaders in their respective fields.

— Herman, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

1-800-726-1724 or 701-231-7015
www.ndsu.edu/dce

* This brochure is available in other formats upon request.